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ABSTRACT 

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF 

CONVECTIVE INSTABILITIES 

IN FLUIDIZED BEDS 

by Joe L. Hudson, Jr. 

This work outlines the construction and operation of 

a water fluidized bed in which convective instabilities 

can be studied quantitatively. The apparatus is made in 

such a way that bed width, distributor thickness and 

distributor pressure drop can be varied independently. The 

apparatus is rectangular with one dimension being narrow 

enough to suppress any instabilities in that direction. 

Thus, the fluidized bed is two-dimensional with respect 

to convective instabilities. The majority of experi¬ 

mentation was qualitative with experiments being designed 

to confirm a reproducible method of operation. 

Qualitatively, it was observed that the intensity of 

convection in an unstable bed depends upon the values of 

certain bed parameters. Also, the appearance of 

instabilities is very sensitive to the bead packing in 

the near vicinity of the support screen. A small amount 

of quantitative experimentation was done, comparing the 

experimental results to the predictions of a mathematical 

stability analysis. The preliminary experimental results 

were in good agreement with the general trends of the 

stability analysis. 
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I. Introduction 

The upward flow of a fluid through a fixed bed of 

particles supported by a wire gauze results in a pressure 

drop due to the resistance of the bed. As the flow rate is 

increased, the pressure drop rises linearly until the pres¬ 

sure drop across the bed just equals the bouyant weight of 

the bed. At this point, the bed is just suspended by the 

flow and said to be incipiently fluidized. If the flow is 

increased above the point required for minimum fluidization, 

the behavior of the bed can be described as aggregative or 

particulate. Gas-solid beds generally exhibit aggregative 

behavior, since some of the additional flow passes through 

as single phase bubbles. These bubbles agitate the surface 

and cause the height of the bed to fluctuate. Liquid-solid 

systems, on the other hand, usually expand uniformly at 

flow rates above minimum fluidization, and this is described 

as particulate fluidization. However, uniform expansion of 

a particulately fluidized system depends upon a number of 

bed parameters, primarily bed width and distributor pres¬ 

sure drop. If a particulate system expands non-ideally, 

the instabilities which result usually assume the form of 

mass circulation of particles or severe channelling at one 

or more points across the width of the bed. 

Mathematical treatment of a bed exhibiting aggregative 

behavior has been fairly successful in describing the 

general characteristics of bubble motion. (Davidson (1961), 

Jackson (1963b), Murray (1965b)). The mathematical 
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approach to analyzing the stability of a fluidized system 

(Jackson (1963a), Anderson and Jackson (1968), Wong (1972), 

Murray (1965a), Pigford and Baron (1965)), has been to 

linearize the hydrodynamic equations describing the system, 

then introduce a small perturbation into the steady state 

solution of the equations and follow the growth or decay of 

the perturbation in time. The growth or decay of the per¬ 

turbation then indicates the stability of the system. It 

should be emphasized that a mathematical treatment of this 

sort can only predict the stability of the bed and the 

initial form of the instability. The treatment can not 

describe the behavior of the bed at a time significantly 

beyond the point of introducing the perturbation. 

Recently (Medlin (1974), Medlin, Wong and Jackson 

(1974), Medlin and Jackson (1974)), a similar analysis was 

employed to investigate the behavior of convective insta¬ 

bilities in a two-dimensional, particulately fluidized 

system. In this analysis, a bed of finite extent was con¬ 

sidered, taking into account the boundary conditions at the 

upper and lower surfaces of the bed as well as the lateral 

walls of the system. Previous analyses (Anderson and 

Jackson, (1968), Pigford and Baron (1965), Murray (1965a), 

described two-dimensional compression wave formation in beds 

of infinite extent, eliminating the boundary conditions. 

The results of Medlin's analysis confirmed the existence of 

two modes of convective instabilities growing exponentially 

with time, the dominant mode depending upon the values of 
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various bed parameters. One mode assumed the form of large 

scale circulation of beads in the bed while the other mode 

appeared as a localized circulation just above the support 

screen. The analyses predicted that either mode of insta¬ 

bility could be suppressed by decreasing the bed width or 

increasing the ratio of the distributor pressure drop to 

the bed pressure drop. 

The work presented in this thesis is an effort to 

construct a thin, rectangular, water fluidized bed in which 

parameters affecting the stability of a bed can be varied 

over ranges of interest suggested by Medlin's analysis. The 

apparatus has been constructed in such a way that bed width, 

distributor thickness, and distributor pressure drop can be 

varied without undue difficulty. Instabilities formed within 

the fluidized bed are two-dimensional, one dimension of the 

rectangular box being narrow enough to suppress any con¬ 

vective instabilities in that direction. 

Very little quantitative data describing convective 

instabilities have been generated, since the majority of the 

work was concerned with the design of an apparatus which 

would permit reproducible operation over the required range 

of parameters. It was absolutely necessary to confirm that 

the instabilities appearing in the bed were not the result 

of defects in the apparatus. Qualitative results indicate 

that convective instabilities do form in sufficiently wide 

beds when the distributor pressure drop is small compared 
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to the bed pressure drop. However, there are varying 

degrees of convection, depending upon the values of certain 

bed parameters. For instance, a bed with no distributor 

beneath it other than the supporting screen is very unstable, 

with the majority of the bed remaining packed and spouting 

observed at flow rates near the theoretical fluidization 

flow rate. Experimentation also confirmed that an unstable 

bed could be stabilized by either decreasing the width of 

the bed or increasing the pressure drop across the distri¬ 

butor. When a bed has a distributor whose pressure drop is 

only slightly below that required to stabilize the bed, very 

little of the bed remains packed and the instability which 

forms is rather indistinct, being broad and very slow 

moving. 
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II. Stability Analysis (General Predictions] 

Only the general results of Medlin's analysis will be 

presented here. The relationship between bed parameters 

and the appearance of convective instabilities in a fluidized 

system can be visualized best in the theoretical stability 

curves generated by Medlin's analysis as shown in Figure 1. 

Many parameters have an effect upon the stability of a bed, 

but Medlin chose to express bed stability as a function of 

the following: 

(1) X - minimum lateral wavelength of an instability 

(cm) 

(2) K - distributor pressure drop/bed pressure drop 

(dimensionless) 

(3) S - distributor thickness/bed depth (dimensionless) 

The graph (Figure 1) shows the minimum stable wavelength 

as a function of K and S. Since a half wavelength can appear 

in an unstable bed, the maximum stable bed width corresponds 

to X/2. Several characteristics of the curves are 

immediately apparent. For systems with very thin distri¬ 

butors (6 < .01), the stable bed width increases linearly 

with distributor pressure drop on a log-log plot. As the 

thickness of the distributor increases (6 > .1), the analysis 

predicts that, for low values of K, only very narrow beds 

are stable. However, just above a critical K value, which 

varies with 6, the stable width of the bed increases 

greatly. On the graph, for each value of 6, the area to 

the right of each curve indicates the combination of lateral 
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wavelength and K which will result in a stable bed. The 

stability curves in Figure 1 were generated using parameter 

values used in this project rather than Medlin’s assumed 

parameter values. Consequently, the actual numbers in 

Figure 1 do not coincide exactly with the stability curves 

appearing in Medlin's thesis, even though the basic trends 

of both graphs are identical. 

The following table lists the fixed parameter values 

used in computing the stability curves. These standard 

parameter values were taken from Table I, (Medlin, 1974) 

with the exception of the particle density, bead diameter 

and the bed depth. 

  Water Fluidized Bed   
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K 

Figure 1. Theoretical Stability Curves 
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III. Construction 

In order to test Medlin's predictions concerning the 

presence of convective instabilities in a fluidized bed, it 

was necessary to construct an apparatus in which parameters 

affecting the stability of a fluidized system could be varied 

over a relatively wide range with reasonable ease. The 

range of parameters and several restrictions were imposed 

in Medlin's work. They are as follows: 

(1) Water or air would be the most logical fluidizing 

medium; however, other Newtonian fluids could be used. 

It was decided that a water fluidized system would be 

much easier to construct and considerably cheaper, small 

water pumps being less expensive than compressors. 

Pressure measurements could be taken at various points 

in the system using a simple water manometer rather 

than a sensitive pressure gauge or a large U-tube 

manometer. Finally, an air fluidized system would not 

be very practical from the standpoint of stability. 

The stability analysis predicted that an air fluidized 

system should be about two decimal orders of magnitude 

less stable than a water fluidized system. 

(2) The instabilities which formed in the fluidized 

bed had to be visible, so a transparent plexiglas 

sheet was chosen as the material of construction for 

the apparatus and glass beads for particles in the bed. 

(3) The bed depth should be 86 centimeters. Medlin 

chose this depth because it was two orders of 
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magnitude larger than the diameter of the glass beads 

in the bed. For this project, a bed depth of 43 cm. 

was used since the theoretical stability curves 

generated for the two bed depths were almost identical 

in both appearance and actual numbers. 

(4) The apparatus must be constructed in such a way 

that the bed width can be varied from several centi¬ 

meters to a maximum of 100 centimeters. The theoretical 

stability curves indicated a minimum wavelength range 

from zero width to 250 centimeters, but a maximum bed 

width of 100 centimeters was sufficient to cover the 

majority of the curves (recall A/2 = minimum stable 

bed width). 

(5) The distributor (or porous support) should be of 

variable width and depth. The distributor pressure 

drop has to be varied independently of distributor depth 

since a range of pressure drops must be obtained for 

each distributor depth. The width of the distributor 

and the maximum depth should approximate that of the 

bed. 

(6) The bed consists of spherical glass beads .086 

centimeters in diameter. The nearest commercially 

available bead diameter of approximately .076 centi¬ 

meters was used. 

(7) The bed must be of such a geometry that insta¬ 

bilities can form in two directions only. An essen- 
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tially two dimensional bed would have to be rectangular 

with one dimension being narrow enough to suppress 

instabilities forming in that direction. The narrow 

dimension was chosen to be 3/4 inch, which is large 

compared to the bead diameter, yet narrow enough to 

suppress instabilities in this direction. 

Following these criteria, the apparatus which has been 

constructed is essentially two thin boxes made of acrylic 

sheet plastic and bolted one on top of the other. The 

upper box houses the bed of glass beads and the lower box 

is the distributor section. A removable face on the lower 

section allows easy access when changing the distributor 

packing. The bed of glass beads is supported by a stainless 

steel screen secured across the bottom of the upper section. 

The distributor consists of a section of beads or a single 

piece of foam rubber packed just below the bed support 

screen, and just above a self supporting screen placed at 

any desired depth in the lower box. When the system is filled 

with water, the total force of the water head on the faces 

of the two boxes is large enough that I-beam braces are 

required to prevent substantial outward deflection of the , 

faces. A centrifugal pump and a set of rotameters has been 

arranged so that a known flow rate of water can be pumped 

evenly through both compartments and recirculated to the 

pump from a rectangular water reservoir placed at the top 

of the upper section. The piping is such that the pump 
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can also be used to drain the system. See Figures 2 and 3. 

Different portions of the apparatus will be considered 

in more detail with some explanation of the function, 

appearance, and fabrication of each part. 
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Figure 3. Two-Dimensional Fluidized Bed. (Two-dimensional with 
respect to convective instabilities) 
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Plastic 'Boxes 

3/8” thick acrylic sheet plastic (^Plexiglas) was used 

for the large faces of both boxes and the reservoir while 

the sides and flanges of each box were made of 3/4" thick 

Plexiglas. Gluing the parts together was accomplished with 

a thickened Plexiglas cement taking considerable care to 

insure a watertight bond at all points. In hindsight, 1/2" 

or 3/4" thick plastic would have been more desirable for 

construction of the faces of the apparatus. A parallel 

spacing between the faces of each box must be maintained, 

so very little deflection can be tolerated. The pressure 

forces acting on such large faces was sufficient to cause 

the 3/8" thick plastic to bow outward a slight amount 

between the braces. The bowing was not excessive by any 

means, but it was present, nevertheless. All pertinent 

dimensions of the plastic boxes are shown in Figure 3. 

The exact design of the apparatus can be found in 

Appendix F. 

Braces 

The average pressure in the apparatus during operation 

is about 3 psig. Multiplied by the surface area of the 

entire apparatus, this pressure exerts a total outward 

force of 7000 lbs. on the faces of both boxes. See 

Appendix C. To maintain the 3/4" spacing between the faces 

under such a large load, five sets of 2-1/4" x 3" x 44" 

I-beam braces were used, 3 sets of braces on the distributor 
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section and th-e remainder on the upper box. The distributor 

section required more braces because of increased pressure 

in that compartment due to the distributor packing and a 

higher water head pressure. 

Both the braces and the entire apparatus were held 

above the floor by suspending them from the ceiling of the 

laboratory using steel rods which had been bolted into a 

structural beam of the building. See Figures 4 and 5. 

Some provisions had to be made for removing the braces 

from the lower section of the apparatus. Otherwise, the 

distributor section could not be unbolted and removed from 

beneath the upper box, a procedure which was required prior 

to disassembling the lower box and changing the distributor 

packing. To circumvent this problem, the three lower sets 

of braces covering the distributor box were mounted in such 

a way that one end of each brace was slotted and free to 

swing away from its supporting rod while the other end of 

the same brace pivoted on the rod supporting it. To remove 

the three braces from the front face of the distributor box, 

the slotted end of each brace was removed from its supporting 

rod and rotated 180 degrees, pivoting about the opposite end 

of the brace. The free, unsupported end of each I-beam was 

then placed on a temporary support for that end. See 

Figure 6. This construction allowed the three lower braces 

to be swung away from the face of the lower box without 

fully removing them from the supporting rods. 
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Figure 4. Front View of Apparatus 

Figure 5. Side View 

Bed and Braces 

Mounted on Steel 

Rods . 
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Figure 6. Braces Swung Away from Lower Box. 

Figure 7. Support Screen for the Bed. Shows the method 

of fastening the screen to the bottom of the 

upper box. 
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The braces may seem too large for the purpose intended, 

but in the course of testing distributor sections for 

pressure drop at and above fluidization, the pressure in 

the lower compartment sometimes reached 15 psig. A force 

of almost 15,000 lbs. would be exerted at this pressure; 

a considerable deflecting force, to say the least. See 

Appendix D. 

Support Screen 

In most commercial fluidized beds, the distributor is 

also the support for the bed itself. In this project, 

however, the distributor had to be changed frequently, so 

a stainless steel screen of negligible resistance to flow 

was attached to the bottom of the box housing the bed. Thus, 

the distributor section could be removed without the necessity 

of removing the glass beads from the upper compartment. 

See Figure 7. 

Distributor 

The distributor was simply a packed section of glass 

beads or a single slab of foam rubber set between two screens 

in the lower section of the apparatus, directly below the 

bed. The upper screen was the bed support screen and the 

lower screen was a self supporting screen which could be 

positioned anywhere along the height of the lower box. This 

permitted the distance between the screens to be varied, 

making a wide range of distributor thicknesses available. 

See Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Foam rubber packing shown between the two support 

screens. Upper support screen is between the 

flanges. 

Figure 9. Self supporting screen. 
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The lower distributor screen was made self supporting 

by flaring its edges in such a way that the wire edges tended 

to cut into the plastic faces. Forcing the screen downward 

in the box simply caused the rough edges to cut more deeply 

into the plastic. Scratches were of little concern in the 

lower box where visibility was not crucial. See Figure 9. 

Distributor Materials 

Only two materials were used successfully as packing 

material, glass beads of uniform diameter (.14 cm) and single 

slabs of open cell foam rubber. Even though they were not 

used, smaller glass beads of uniform diameter might have 

been advantageous since they tend to pack better and give a 

slightly higher pressure drop. A single slab of foam rubber 

was used for each distributor depth, the compression of the 

slab varying, to some extent, its pressure drop. The foam 

rubber was an upholstery foam available in large slabs of a 

given thickness. Single distributor slabs could be cut 

from the large piece of foam so that they just fit between 

the two screens inside the lower box. The foam rubber was 

much more convenient to use than glass beads. Several other 

materials, including linen strips and irregularly shaped 

pellets were tested as distributor packing, but none of 

these provided a uniform flow distribution. 

Bed Material 

The bed was composed of technical quality soda glass 

beads of a guaranteed diameter range (.06 to .084 cm). A 
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random sampling of 100 beads, measured with a micrometer, 

indicated that a large majority of the beads were of a 

diameter very close to .076 centimeters. The theoretical 

stability curves (Figure 1) shown in this paper were 

computed for a .076 centimeter bead diameter rather than 

the .086 centimeter diameter stipulated in Medlin's thesis. 

Inserts 

The apparatus was built to have a fixed maximum width 

of 100 centimeters, so the study of beds narrower than 100 

cm required the use of an insert to separate the active bed 

from the unused portion of the apparatus. A very satis¬ 

factory insert was eventually made using a rubber tube 

coated with silicone rubber in such a way as to make the 

outside of the tube rectangular. See Figure 10. One end 

of this rectangular tube was sealed and a steel rod placed 

in the tube to keep it straight. The 3/4" O.D. tube could 

then just be inserted between the walls of the upper section 

at any bed width desired. After the insert was placed in 

the upper box, the tube could be inflated until it expanded 

and sealed against the inside walls. Figure 15 shows the 

tube inserted into the apparatus with the entire left portion 

of the upper box sealed off. Notice that all the flow from 

below goes through the active bed since there is no path 

through which the liquid can penetrate the unused section. 
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Silicone Rubber 

Rubber Tubing 

Figure 10 - Crossection of insert tube. 

Reservoir 

A reservoir was placed at the top of the upper box to 

prevent the suction line which recirculated water to the 

pump from causing a non-uniform pattern through the bed. 

Figure 14 shows that the reservoir does not prevent the 

suction line from affecting the flow pattern, but this does 

not occur until water has passed out of the bed. Actually, 

a weir should have been constructed within the reservoir. 

Manifold 

It was assumed that a water flow pattern, reasonably 

free of definite channels, could be established below the 

distributor by having water injected at many points across 

the width of the lower box. Twenty small hand valves were 

placed across the bottom of the lower section and connected 

to a manifold by means of tygon tubing. 

The manifold consisted of a short section of 2" water 

pipe, into which twenty tubing nipples were threaded. The 

water pipe was chosen to be of a substantial crossection so 

as to prevent velocity effects or a pressure drop along the 
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length of the pipe from causing an unequal flow from each 

of the manifold portals. See Figure 11. 

Gaskets 

Gaskets had to be placed between the two plastic boxes 

and around the edge of the removable face to make these 

joints watertight. The gasket material was a formable 

silicone rubber adhesive which cured when exposed to air. 

The gasket was formed in such a way that it would adhere to 

only one surface of the joints, resulting in a semipermanent 

gasket which would remain in place when the apparatus was 

disassembled. A fairly high pressure had to be exerted on 

the gaskets to form a watertight seal. This force eventually 

caused the gaskets to come loose from the surface to which 

they adhered, so periodic replacement was necessary. 

Pressure Taps 

In the course of experimenting, it was necessary to know 

the pressure drop across both the packed distributor section 

and the bed. A water manometer was constructed and pressure 

taps threaded into the lower box, just below the distributor. 

The pressure drop across the bed was measured by inserting 

a syringe under the gasket at the support screen, and 

connecting the syringe to another water manometer. The mano¬ 

meters and tubes leading to the manometers had to be checked 

for the presence of air, which causes a false reading. Air 

in the glass manometer tube can be removed by injecting a 

small amount of soapy water in the top of the tube and 

vibrating it. 
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Figure 11. Manifold and Hand Valves 

Figure 12 . Lower Box Removed and Resting on Stand. 
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IV. Operation 

The basic procedure for the operation of the apparatus 

was really quite simple. The plastic boxes were first dis¬ 

mantled by unbolting the two boxes with the lower box resting 

on a stand designed to support it's weight (Figure 12). Next 

the face of the lower box was removed, the self supporting 

distributor screen placed at the desired distance from the 

top of the box, and the face returned to its original 

position. The packing material was then placed in the 

distribution box and the two boxes rebolted together. The 

apparatus was now ready to be filled with water (about 15 

gallons) and the upper section filled with glass beads to 

the proper depth. If inserts were needed, they were added 

prior to pouring the beads in the apparatus. The pump could 

now be started, gradually increasing the flow rate while 

checking for a uniform flow rate through the bed by means of 

dye injections. Once the bed was fluidized, it was easy to 

tell whether or not the bed was stable and, if not, the 

characteristics of the instability. 

The simplicity of this procedure should not lead one 

to believe that it was without pitfalls. There were a number 

of steps in the procedures, as well as several parts of the 

apparatus, which had to be modified to insure consistent re¬ 

sults concerning the appearance of convective instabilities. 

Modifications in the apparatus will be considered first. 

After a considerable amount of inconsistent experimen¬ 

tation, it was determined that the area in the immediate 
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vicinity of the bed support screen, that is, the support screen 

itself and the distributor packing just below the screen, was 

extremely important to the stability of the bed. Improperly 

designed support screens and distributors allowed jets to 

form near the base of the bed at flow rates far below fluid¬ 

ization. Dye injections confirmed the poor flow pattern in 

the vicinity of the screen. Several attempts were made at 

securing the support screen to the plastic box in such a way 

that it would be homogeneous across the width of the apparatus. 

Fastening the screen with screws or screws in combination with 

metal strips proved unsatisfactory since both arrangements 

produced water jets at the base of the bed. With such a poorly 

designed screen, a stable bed would have been very difficult 

to achieve because the instabilities which formed were not a 

result of the fluidized system parameters, but rather a 

defect in the screen construction. The jets thus introduced 

by the screen could have been suppressed only by means of a 

distributor with a pressure drop comparable to the bed 

pressure drop. 

This problem was remedied by forming a gasket material 

around all of the screen except that portion through which 

water should flow. A 3/4" wide space of uncoated screen was 

maintained along the entire length of the screen by placing 

masking tape along the section through which water would flow. 

When the gasket was formed around the border of the screen, 

some of the excess rubber formed over the tape. This excess 

was cut off with a scalpel and the tape was removed. This 
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construction bonded the screen to the upper box and insured 

that water could follow only a path through the unrubberized 

screen directly below the bed. See Figure 9. The support 

screen was a stainless steel screen whose mesh size was 

slightly below that of the smallest bead diameter. Un¬ 

fortunately there were a few beads which were on the order 

of the mesh size and these beads tended to stick in the 

screen. Periodically, these particles were removed with a 

fine, stiff bristle brush. A regular tooth brush was 

sufficient to do the job. A smaller mesh size could be used 

for support but this would cause two problems. Small mesh 

sizes would cause a measurable pressure drop, obviously un¬ 

desirable, and would cause the flow to seek an alternate 

path, so any inhomogeneities in the bonding of the screen 

to the upper box would be emphasized. Also, fine mesh sizes 

would make it difficult to remove air from the system. 

After constructing an acceptable support screen, it 

was crucial that the distributor beneath the screen have the 

following characteristics: (1) consist of a homogeneous 

packing material, (2) be of equal depth across the apparatus, 

and (3) have packing material in contact with the support 

screen at all points. If the packing material was not 

flush with the support screen in several places, it would 

allow lateral movement of water just below the screen. This 

could possibly initiate instabilities at preferred positions 

in the bed. 

It was fairly easy to meet the above criteria for 
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distributor packing using foam rubber. One simply had to 

make sure the lower support screen was parallel with the 

top of the box and place the single piece of foam rubber 

in the space provided, being sure to leave a little excess 

above the top edge of the distributor box. (See Figure 13). 

Then, when the two boxes were bolted together, the small 

amount of excess packing would be forced against the bed 

support screen. 

Glass bead packing was not as convenient. The glass 

beads could only be filled to the top of the distributor 

box and, as soon as water was passed through the packing, 

it tended to settle in spots creating distributor defects 

at the support screen. A reasonable solution to the problem 

was obtained by "sandwiching" the glass bead section between 

two thin strips of foam rubber. The foam rubber maintained 

some compression on the beads and prevented any gaps from 

forming along the support screen. A glass bead distributor 

packed in this manner was not absolutely homogeneous since 

the pressure drop through the foam rubber was slightly less 

than the pressure drop through an equivalent thickness of 

beads. This "sandwich" type distributor was, however, a 

considerable improvement over a distributor of glass beads 

alone. The glass beads were always inconvenient to use. 

Pouring the dry glass beads into the distributor box was 

fairly easy, but removing the wet beads after an experi¬ 

mental run was difficult. The wet beads tended to stick 

to the plastic and everything they touched. It was 
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absolutely necessary to prevent beads from getting between 

any of the flanges or the edge of the lower box face. 

Problems were caused by air, which was introduced into 

the system repeatedly, as it was constantly being drained 

and refilled with aereated water (tap water). The air 

bubbles caused problems in two ways: (1) small bubbles 

attached to beads in the bed, and (2) large bubbles 

accumulated beneath the lower distributor screen. The large 

bubbles beneath the distributor affected the flow through 

the distributor and had to be removed, especially when the 

depth of the distributor was small. Small air bubbles were 

a nuisance on one hand, and a visual aid on the other. The 

very small air bubbles attached themselves to beads on the 

surface of the bed. During fluidization, if instabilities 

formed, the "light" beads on the surface moved to the nodes 

which formed between instabilities, thus accentuating their 

presence. More will be said about visualization of nodes 

later. Slightly larger bubbles lifted a small number of 

beads out of the bed and up into the reservoir. Once in the 

reservoir, the beads were pulled against the screen covering 

the recirculation line. Restriction of the recirculation 

line was then sufficient to cause the pump to cavitate, 

producing more bubbles. 

A hard rubber mallet was sufficient to remove most of 

the air from the system. Air bubbles beneath the distributor 

were removed by increasing the water velocity well above 

fluidization velocity, then striking the brace nearest the 
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distributor with, the mallet. This procedure also removed 

any trapped air in the bed. The large bubbles attached to 

glass beads were easily removed by a light tap of the mallet. 

Very small bubbles remained attached, so the added visual 

effects caused by the presence of these beads was not lost. 

Tapping the system every so often with the mallet prevented 

any unwanted accumulation of air. 

The reservoir was a rather poorly designed part of the 

apparatus. The purpose of the reservoir was to prevent the 

recirculation of water to the pump from affecting the 

uniform flow field in the upper box. The suction line leading 

from the reservoir to the pump did influence the pattern, 

but only above the surface of the bed. See Figure 14. For 

beds narrower than 100 cm., the suction at the top of the 

bed had a much less pronounced effect upon the flow pattern. 

After careful packing of the distributor and removal 

of air from the system, it was necessary to test the homo¬ 

geneity of the distributor. The water flow rate was set 

below fluidization just far enough so that no bead movement of 

any sort was visible in the bed. Experimentally, it was 

found that a bed exhibiting no bead movement could be 

maintained at flow rates as high as 801 of that required to 

just fluidizb the bed. Holding this flow rate constant, 

small puffs of dye were injected at numerous points across 

the base of the bed. Each dye syringe was inserted beneath 

the gasket which sealed the two boxes. Fortunately, the 

insertion of the syringes caused very little leakage. A 
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Figure 14. Diagram showing the non-uniform flow field above 
the surface of the bed caused by the suction line returning 
water to the pump. The reservoir at the top of the bed was 
ineffective at preventing this. Flow through the bed remains 
uniform, however. 
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homogeneous distributor should produce a uniform flow rate 

through the bed regardless of where the dye was injected along 

the base of the bed. If the distributor was acceptable 

(often it was not), the flow rate was increased to that re¬ 

quired for incipient fluidization and the bed was observed 

for the presence of instabilities. If the bed proved to be 

unstable, channels would form at flow rates below the 

theoretical flow rate required for fluidization of the bed. 

Further description of these instabilities will be delayed 

until later. 

In the case of beds narrower than 100 cm., producing 

an even flow rate throughout the bed was much more difficult. 

Both the distributor and the insert caused problems. It 

was originally planned to place inserts in both compartments 

of the apparatus, thus sealing off the unused portion of 

each box completely. This proved to be too difficult because 

there was no effective way to prevent leakage at the screens. 

The inflatable rubber insert made it possible to seal off 

the unused upper section entirely. However, no method of 

sealing off the unused lower section was found. This 

meant that, for narrow beds, the upper box was essentially 

less than 100 cm wide while the distributor section always 

remained at maximum width. Initially, it would seem that 

only the distributor directly below a narrow bed would 

supply water to the bed since that would be the path of 

least resistance to flow. Unfortunately, that was not quite 

the case. A small, but significant amount of additional 
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flow was supplied by the unused portion of the distributor 

directly below the rubber insert. This additional flow 

"leaked" in at the edge of the bed neat to the insert 

causing an increased flow in that part of the bed. As a 

result, beds narrower than 100 cm. always formed an in¬ 

stability adjacent to the insert. See Figure 15. The un¬ 

wanted additional flow provided by the distributor (the 

"leakage" referred to) would not have been a problem if a 

satisfactory set of inserts could have been made for the 

lower section of the apparatus. 

To alleviate this problem, a rather tedious procedure 

was devised to present the unwanted distributor flow from 

"leaking" into the bed itself. The procedure was designed 

to let the additional distributor flow "leak" into the unused 

upper compartment instead of the active bed. Tape was 

first placed across the bottom of the unused portion of the 

support screen to prevent any flow through that section of 

screen. After reassembling the apparatus, and filling it 

with water, the insert was placed in the upper section and 

inflated but instead of completely sealing off the upper 

compartment as before, a small gap was left at the top of 

the unused compartment so some liquid could flow through 

that compartment. The beads comprising the bed were now 

poured into the apparatus to the desired depth and the pump 

started. With the unused upper portion no longer completely 

sealed off by the rubber tubing, water rushed under the 

inflated insert where it touched the support screen, the 
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path into the unused upper compartment being a low resistance 

path- for flow since there were no beads in that section. It 

should be noted that the only water leaking into the unused 

upper compartment was water that normally would have flowed 

through the active bed. Tape prevented any flow from 

directly beneath the compartment. See Figure 16. The 

purpose of this procedure was to adjust the leakage into the 

unused upper section so that it just equalled the amount of 

unwanted flow supplied by the distributor to the active bed. 

In order to control the amount of water leaking out of the 

bed, glass beads were added to the unused compartment. By 

varying the height of the beads in this section, the amount 

of leakage out of the bed could be controlled. In this 

manner, an even flow rate could be obtained across the 

width of the bed. All of this flow "tuning" was carried out 

at about 851 of the fluidization flow rate for the narrow 

bed. Figure 17 shows the "tuning" process. 

The method of inserting the rubber tubing into the 

apparatus was important in producing an effective seal, 

especially along the vertical section which formed one side 

of the bed. The tube had to be inserted, positioned, and 

inflated prior to the addition of beads to any part of the 

upper section. If beads were added before the insert was 

inflated, the particles would tend to lodge between the tube 

and the plastic walls. Inflating the tube then pressed the 

the beads against the wall leaving gaps and preventing the 

insert from forming a seal all along the side of the bed. 
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Figure 15. Diagram showing the additional flow supplied by 
a distributor of maximum width to a bed narrower than 100 cm. 
Notice that the left half of the upper section is completely 
sealed with no flow passing through the unused portion. This 
arrangement causes a non-uniform flow distribution through the 
bed with a higher fluid velocity occuring near the insert. 
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Figure 16. Diagram showing the large amount of leakage into 
the unused upper portion of the apparatus when that compartment 
is #not completely sealed off. The flow through the bed is 
non-uniform with the highest fluid velocity in the bed occuring 
at the right hand wall. 
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Pigure 17. Diagram showing the results of the "tuning" process. 
The unused compartment is not sealed off, but beads have been 
added to increase the resistance to leakage into that section. 
The leakage into the unused upper compartment just equals the 
additional flow supplied by the distributor. Notice that the 
flow through the bed is uniform. 
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This could not be tolerated. Proper operation of a bed 

narrower than 100 cm. depended upon the insert sealing along 

the side of the bed. Once the tube had been inflated and 

beads poured into the upper section, the pressure had to be 

maintained since beads would cause the same sealing problem 

if the tube were allowed to deflate, then reinflated. The 

rubber tube was most easily inserted and positioned by coat¬ 

ing it with a water soluble lubricant. Oil base lubricants 

would be unsatisfactory and very detrimental to the operation 

of the apparatus. The glass beads were easily removed from 

the upper box by siphoning them into a large container. The 

siphon was a long aluminum tube attached to a piece of tygon 

tubing. The aluminum tube could be placed into the upper 

section, a siphon started, and the beads drawn out of the 

bed by directing the suction end of the aluminum tube. 

Many of the problems encountered in the design and 

operation of this apparatus were accentuated by the fact 

that very low flow rates were required to fluidize the glass 

beads. The superficial flow velocity required to fluidize 

beads of .076 cm. diameter was only about 1 ft/min. With 

such low flow rates, very small inhomogeneities in the 

system would have an adverse effect upon the flow pattern. 

A few safety precautions had to be observed when 

operating the apparatus. One always had to make sure the 

braces were securely fastened over the plastic faces. Failure 

to secure a brace could easily allow the water pressure to 

break the plastic. The pump used in this experiment was 
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fairly large and capable of considerable delivery at out¬ 

let pressure of 25 or 30 psig. Passing large volumes of 

water through a high resistance distributor might crack the 

lower section even with the braces fastened properly. A 

pressure gauge was placed at the inlet of the manifold to 

give some estimate of the pressure in the lower compartment. 

This pressure should not be allowed to exceed 10 psig. A 

precaution could be taken to prevent excess pressures in 

the apparatus simply by closing down each of the twenty 

hand valves threaded into the bottom of the apparatus. 

Closing down the hand valves would cause a considerable 

pressure drop across the valves, which would limit the 

maximum pressure that could build up in the distributor 

section. 
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V. General 'Characteristics’ of ’Convective Instabiltiies 

A detailed quantitative study of convective instabilities 

was beyond the scope of this project, the main objective 

being the construction of a workable and reliable fluidized 

bed with flexible parameters. It was, however, necessary 

to conduct preliminary experiments to determine if the gross 

characteristics of convective instabilities could be observed 

with the apparatus. Actually, very few experiments were 

conducted with the apparatus in its final form. Most of the 

experimental work was not associated with generating quanti¬ 

tative data, but took the form of necessary modifications 

to the equipment and exploration of the method of operation. 

In the course of perfecting the equipment, a number of general 

characteristics of convective instabilities were observed. 

The most apparent results of testing beds of varying widths 

and distributor pressure drops is that not all convective 

instabilities are alike. A fluidized bed exhibiting these 

instabilities can not be described completely by labelling 

the bed stable or unstable. There are, instead, varying 

degrees of particle circulation in unstable beds. Surprisingly 

enough, not all stable beds appear to behave the same when 

the flow rate is raised above fluidization. The following 

development will examine, in detail, four categories of 

fluidized bed behavior and the nature of the instability 

in each. 
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A. Unstable Bed CNo Distributor Present) 

A very unstable bed is produced when no distributor is 

present other than the support screen. This situation cor¬ 

responds to a distributor of zero pressure drop since the 

support screen has a negligible resistance to flow. The 

nature of the instabilities in this bed can be described 

as follows: 

(1) The flow through the bed is uniform at very low 

flow rates. 

(2) An instability forms far below the true fluid¬ 

ization flow rate for the bed and assumes the form of 

a single, narrow channel of beads moving upward. 

(3) Initially, the channel forms randomly at some 

point across the width of the bed, but once established 

remains in the same position. 

(4) The channel of upward bead movement begins directly 

above the support screen and continues up the entire 

height of the bed causing the surface of the bed to 

curve upward with lateral and downward bead movement 

at the surface. If the instability forms along one 

side of the bed, then circulation is in one direction 

only. 

A, Bilateral Circulation B. Unilateral Circulation 
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(5) The width of the instability is small with a 

majority of the bed remaining unfluidized. 

(6) Shutting off the flow causes the formerly elevated 

surface to be depressed. 

C7) If the flow is restarted,the instability will form 

in the same place. 

(8) The position of the channel can be changed only 

by mechanically altering the bead packing in the near 

vicinity of the support screen. 

(9) At high flow rates (50% above fluidization) spouting 

and vortex formation occurs. The instability then tends 

to move randomly across the bed. 

More explanation is in order concerning the invariant 

position of a channel, once it has formed in a very unstable 

bed. The following sequence (see Figure 18) was carried out 

numerous times with the same result. 

(1) After adding beads to the apparatus, flow was begun 

and increased until the instability formed. The initial 

position of the channel was random. 

(2) Once the channel had formed, flow was stopped. 

(3) The bed surface was artificially changed, by means 
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of a plastic rod, to favor formation of a new channel 

in another part of the bed. 

(4) Flow was restarted and without exception, the sur¬ 

face of the bed relevelled and the instability formed 

in its original position. 

CD (2) (3) (4) 

The position of the channel could be changed only by 

inserting a plastic rod, during a flow situation, to the 

very bottom of the bed and displacing beads just above that 

part of the support screen. (See Figure 19). This procedure 

would cause the original instability to die out and the new 

instability to form where the plastic rod had been. Placing 

the rod only three fourths of the way into the bed would not 

change the position of the instability. Apparently, the 

degree of packing directly above the support screen is far 

more important in determining the position of a channel than 

the packing in the majority of the bed. 

Figure 19 
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B. Unstable Bed (Distributor Present) 

A low pressure drop distributor was placed below the 

bed and checked for homogeneity. If the distributor was 

homogeneous, but of very low pressure drop compared to the 

bed pressure drop at fluidization (K < .05, <S = .2), then in¬ 

stabilities would form in the bed as the flow rate approached 

the fluidization flow rate. These instabilities were slightly 

different from those formed in the previous situation with 

no distributor present. 

(1) More than one channel can form. Too little experi¬ 

mentation was done to make any conclusions or predictions 

concerning the formation of multiple convective cells. 

(2) If several convection cells are present in the bed, 

one cell usually predominates; that is, circulation is 

more vigorous and the width of that cell is greater. 

(3) The circulation of beads in the channel is slower 

moving than in an unstable bed of zero distributor 

pressure drop. 

(4) Lateral bead movement at the surface is slower and 

l I \i / J, 
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the surface elevation is not as pronounced. 

C5} A smaller portion of the bed remains unfluidized 

when a distributor is present. 

C6) The initial appearance of channels occur at 

higher flow rates and nearer the theoretical fluidization 

flow rate. 

(7) For beds with several convective cells, nodes form 

on the surface of the bed between channels. 

m f)(\ HA 
l \( l \ 

C. Bed Near Stability 

As successive runs were made using distributors of in¬ 

creasingly higher pressure drops, a bed of fixed width and 

height began to approach stability. Near stability, the 

convection cell, or cells, began to show a distinct change 

in the intensity of bead circulation. The overall character¬ 

istics of instabilities in a near stable bed are: 

(1) The channel forms near or at the theoretical 
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fluidization point for the entire bed and bead cir¬ 

culation is very slow. 

C2) No significant portion of the bed remains un¬ 

fluidized. 

C3) The channel forms, not at the screen, but notice¬ 

ably above the screen. There is an area of no mass bead 

movement directly below the channel. 

(4} The channel is dissipated before reaching the top 

of the bed. Thus, there is no lateral bead movement 

at the surface and the entire surface remains horizontal. 

(5) Only the upward moving beads are visible. The re¬ 

circulation of beads is spread over so much of the bed 

that it is very difficult to see. 

D. Stable Bed 

(1) Fluidizes at a slightly lower flow rate than 

theoretically predicted by Harrison and Davidson (1963). 

(2) The bed expands uniformly at fluidization, the 

surface remaining horizontal. 

(3) There are small areas where mass bead movement is 

present, but the movement is random. No detectable 

convection cell forms. 
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(4) If the bed is just stable, flow rate 51 or so 

above minimum fluidization will cause channels of slow 

moving beads to form, the same type of instabilities 

as exhibited by a slightly unstable bed just below 

the point of fluidization. 

(5) When a distributor has a pressure drop greater 

than that required to just stabilize the bed, fluid 

velocities 10 or 15% above the fluidization velocity 

will not cause channels to form. This behavior in¬ 

dicates that stability is not an inherent property of 

the bed, but rather a property of the bed in a given 

state of expansion. In other words, the fact that a 

bed is stable at minimum fluidization is no guarantee 

that the bed will expand uniformly (particulately) at 

higher flow rates. 

C6) Very stable beds, of the type described in (5), 

do not form convective instabilities just above the 

point of incipient fluidization. They do, however, 

exhibit slight horizontal wavelike instabilities which 

move up the bed. These instabilities give the bed a 

somewhat striated appearance. Instabilities of this 

type were not studied, but they are thought to be 

precursors of bubble formation. (Anderson and 

Jackson (1968), El-Kaissy and Homsy (1975)). 

At many points in this paper, reference has been made 

to the flow rate required to fluidize a bed, disregarding 

the stability of the bed. In actuality, the term incipient 
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fluidization applies only to a stable bed. An unstable bed 

never reaches a true point of incipient fluidization because 

at no time, is the entire bouyant weight of the bed just 

supported by the flow. When the term fluidization velocity 

was used in reference to an unstable bed, it simply referred 

to the flow rate which would have been required to support 

the bed, if it had been stable. 

Theoretically, incipient fluidization occurs at a single 

flow rate, but in real beds, the initial fluidization occurs 

over a small range of flow rates, due to differences in 

packing and wall effects throughout the bed. A loosely 

packed bed was found to be the easiest to locate the flow 

rate required for incipient fluidization. The method of 

locating the fluidization flow rate in a loosely packed bed 

can be described as follows: 

(1) The flow rate through the bed was raised to 

approximately twice the fluidization flow rate. This 

expanded the bed greatly and assured a loosely packed 

bed. 

C2) The flow rate was reduced to a value 10% above the 

theoretical fluidization flow rate. This allowed an 

accurate determination of the pressure drop across the 

bed when fluidized and prevented the bed from repacking. 

(3) The flow rate was decreased in small increments, 

the pressure drop across the bed remaining constant 

until the flow rate first dropped below the fluidization 

flow rate. 
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C.4} When tlie pressure drop first began to fall below 

the fluidization pressure drop, the flow rate was no 

longer decreased incrementally, but increased slightly 

above the previous flow rate, then held constant. 

The actual superficial fluid velocity required to fluid¬ 

ize the .076 cm. glass beads was not determined exactly on 

the large fluidized bed. A narrow cylindrical fluidized 

bed was used instead, since this was always stable against 

convective instabilities. Comparison with the theoretical 

prediction revealed that the actual superficial velocity 

required to just fluidize the beads was about 5% below the 

theoretically predicted velocity. 
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VI. Quantitative Experimentation 

Since the primary intent of this project was to con¬ 

struct a fluidized bed and gather qualitative information 

which confirmed the proper operation of the apparatus, very 

little quantitative data were accumulated. Only two series 

of experiments were studied to test Medlin’s actual calcu¬ 

lations and general predictions about convective instabilities 

(Medlin, (1974)). One series was conducted with beds of 

varying widths with a distributor of zero pressure drop 

(Table 1). The only pressure drop below the bed was the 

very small pressure drop across the support screen. In the 

second series of experiments (Table 2), the bed width and 

K (distributor pressure drop., were Taried „hile holding 
Bed Pressure Drop 

. : (.Distributor thickness-, . . 5 ( ) essentially constant. The 
Bed Depth 

stability analyses predict that above a certain K, for 

constant 6, the stable width of a bed increases greatly. The 

effect of 6 as a parameter for the system was not studied. 

The first series of experiments demonstrated that a 

bed with no distributor other than a support screen is very 

unstable. Decreasing the bed width did little or nothing to 

stabilize the bed. There was no indication of a shift toward 

stability as the bed width was decreased to about 10 cm. 

In the second series, Medlin’s general prediction, as 

well as actual numbers, were observed with surprisingly good 

agreement. (See Figure 20). With such a small amount of 
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experimental data, little can be concluded about the 

quantitative agreement, but at least the observations are 

not inconsistent with Medlin's predictions. The dotted line 

represents the approximate line of stability for 6 = .2, 

with all experimental points to the left of the dotted line 

being unstable. 



Table 1. Bed with Zero Pressure Drop Distribution 

Experiment No. 1 1 3 

Bed Depth 
cm. 43 43 43 

Bed Width 
cm. 100 56 22.5 

Distribution 
Thickness 

cm. 0 0 0 

6 
Distr. 

£thickness^ 

Bed Depth 0 0 0 

Distribution 
Packing 
Material None None None 

Bed Press. Drop 
cm. H2O 45.0 45.5 45.5 

Distr. Press. 
Drop cm. 1^0 0 0 0 

K 

Distr. 
j-Press. Drop^j 

Bed Press. Drop 0 0 0 

No. of cells 
formed One One One 

Bed 
Characteristics 

very 
unstable 

very 
unstable 

very 
unstable 

*The original manometer reading was taken when there was 
no flow through the apparatus. It simply indicates the 
height of water in the reservoir relative to the manometer. 
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Table 2. Bed of Yarying Width, and K, Constant 5 

Experiment No. 1 2 3 4 5 

Bed Depth, 
cm 50 50 50 43 43 

Bed Width 
cm 10.0 10Q 100 55 25 

Distribution 
Thickness 

cm 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 

Diitr. 
^.Thickness ^ 

Bed Depth .19 .19 .19 .22 .22 

Distribution 
Packing 
Material 

Glass 
Beads 
14 cm 
diam. 

Foam 
Rubber 
(single 
piece) 

Foam 
Rubber 

Foam 
Rubber 

Foam 
Rubber 

Bed Press. 
Drop cm. 1^0 44.8 45.0 44.8 37.5 37.8 

Distribution 
Press. Drop 
cm. H£0 4.4 7.0 3.7 3.2 3.0 

K 
Distr. 

j. Press. Drop-j 
Bed Press. Drop .1 .155 .083 .085 .08 

to. of Cells 
Formed None None One One None 

Bed 
Characteristics 

just 
stable 

very 
stable 

un¬ 
stable 

un¬ 
stable 

just 
stable 
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K 

Figure 20. Exp. Stability Curve for <5 2 
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VII. Conclusions 

The uniform fluidization of a bed of spherical particles 

is a very sensitive phenomenon and one in which both para¬ 

meters of the system and mechanical aspects of the fluid¬ 

izing apparatus can control the stability of the bed. A 

rectangular, water fluidized bed was designed and con¬ 

structed in such a way that the bed could be unstable only 

in two directions. Parameters affecting the stability of 

the bed, such as bed width, bed depth, distributor thick¬ 

ness and distributor pressure drop could be varied to study 

the effect of each. A homogeneous distributor and support 

screen for the bed were essential to uniform fluidization. 

Defects in these mechanical aspects of the bed would almost 

always produce an unstable bed, regardless of the parameter 

values of the system. 

For the system studied, namely, a water fluidized bed 

of glass spheres housed in a thin rectangular box, con- 
i 

vective cells were the mode of instability formed. Ex¬ 

perimentation with the apparatus was carried out primarily 

on a qualitative basis for the purpose of studying the 

general characteristics of convective instabilities and 

confirming that the instabilities observed were not caused 

by mechanical inhomogeneities designed into the apparatus. 

It was determined that there are varying intensities of 

convective circulation in beds, depending upon the values 

of the parameters in each system. A very unstable bed with 

a single, intense convective cell is observed for all bed 
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widths when a distributor is absent. For systems in which 

a distributor is present, several convective cells can form 

with various circulation intensities, depending upon the 

ratio of the distributor pressure drop to the bed pressure 

drop. As this ratio is increased for a given bed width, 

the intensity of circulation decreases while the width of 

the cell increases until the instability dies out and the 

bed is uniformly fluidized. 

A single series of quantitative experiments confirmed 

that, above a given distributor to bed pressure drop ratio, 

the width of a fluidized bed stable at minimum fluidization 

increases considerably. This behavior was in keeping with 

the general results of stability analyses for convective 

instabilities in a finite fluidized system. 
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VIII. ’Recommendations 

In the course of perfecting the operation of the 

fluidized system, it became apparent that the potential of 

the apparatus for experimentation was great. A few suggestions 

will be given - regarding possibilities for experimentation 

and methods for overcoming difficulties encountered in the 

operation of the equipment. 

Bead Size 

Many of the homogeneity problems of the distributor and 

the support screen were a result of the extremely low fluid 

velocities. With higher fluid velocities, the flow field 

would be affected less by small inhomogeneities beneath the 

bed. The fluidization velocity could be raised substantially 

by increasing the diameter of the fluidizing particles. The 

bed is 3/4" thick in the narrow dimension and it is suggested 

that the bead diameter not be larger than .2 cm., satisfying 

the condition that the fluidizing particle diameter be small 

with respect to the width of the bed. 

Variable Pressure Drop Distribution 

It was very difficult to vary the distributor pressure 

drop while maintaining homogeneity and constant distributor 

thickness. Spherical beads of uniform diameter can, at a 

maximum, reduce porosity to only about .5. However, a 

distribution of bead sizes such as very large spheres (on 

the order of 1 cm.) with small spheres filling the interstices 

could reduce porosity to as little as .25. 
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With very thin distributors of significant pressure 

drops, it was found to be very difficult to maintain homo¬ 

geneity. Possibly a distribution of rather small diameter 

spheres could be used by placing the beads between two foam 

rubber strips to prevent them from passing through the 

screens. 

Unfortunately, both methods of obtaining substantial 

pressure drop distributors are tedious and time consuming. 

Much more research is going to have to be done to find a 

method varying the porosity of a packed section. 

Visualization of Instabilities 

Filming the instabilities within the bed would be a 

project of merit, but some method would have to be found 

whereby the bead movement could be seen more clearly. Two 

ideas seem plausible: (1) provide lighting directly behind 

the bed and film in a dark room, or (2) place a small number 

of colored beads of the same diameter in the bed. Bead 

movement would be contrasted much better in this way. 

Dye injections are a poor method of visualizing in¬ 

stabilities because in all but the most vigorous instabilities 

all liquid movement through the bed is upward, regardless 

of the direction of bead movement. 
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Appendix A 

C virtual mass coefficient 
A 

D bed depth. 
A 

dp particle diameter 

g gravitational acceleration 

N dimensionless height above support of horizontal plane 
a 

bounding system. 

dimensionless height below support of horizontal plane 

bounding system. 
A 

UQ unperturbed fluid velocity in bed 
A 

U £ minimum fluidization velocity 

Greek Letters 

a coefficient of fluid stream deflection at lower surface 

of bed. 

oQ coefficient of fluid stream deflection at upper surface 

of bed. 

coefficient of fluid stream deflection at underside of 

bed support 
A 

thickness of bed support 

e local mean voidage 

eQ u'nperturbed voidage 

- porosity of bed support 

K ratio of support pressure drop to that across bed in 

unperturbed state. 

Aj..; bulk viscosity of particle phase in unperturbed state 
A 

\ minimum stable wavelength 
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y shear viscosity of fluid phase 

shear viscosity of particle phase in unperturbed state 
A 

density of fluidizing fluid 
A 

Ps density of solid particles 

Symbols with and without circumflex denote corresponding 

dimensional and dimensionless variables, respectively. 



Appendix B 

Minimum Pluidization Velocity 

= G 00081) Cps*p)gd
2/p 

= (.00081 ) (I-5) (62.4) (32.2) ' ' . 076 2 (60) 

(.000672) (12) (2.54) 

U £ = 1.35 ft/min 

Um£ - minimum fluidization velocity (superficial 

velocity) ft 
mm 

ps - density of glass spheres lbm 

ft3 

p - density of water (75°F) lbm/ft^ 

2 
g - acceleration of gravity ft/sec 

d - diameter of glass spheres ft 

jj - viscosity of water (75°F) lbm/ft sec 

Maximum Volumetric Flow Rate 

Vmax = Ca) (Um£) 

=:
<OT0 Cl.35 ft/min) 

= .28 (ft'Vmin) a = crossection area (ft2) 

U = min. fluidization velocity 

- 2.1 (gal/min) ” ft/mln 

Rotameter (2.7 gal. max.) = 77.9% (2.7 gal/min) = 2.1 gal/min. 
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Appendix C 

Pressure Forces on Apparatus 

Total Force on All Plastic Faces = Force due to Water Pressure 

+ 

Force on Upper Section due 

to Bed Pressure Drop 

+ 

Force on Lower Section due 

to Distributor Pressure 

Drop. 

Total Force = (6100 + 386 + 545) lbf 

7031 lbf 
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Appendix D 

Maximum Deflection of Braces 

Assumptions 

Cl) Each brace spaced evenly up the bed. 

C2) Braces are in a free loading situation 

C3) Only the deflection of braces in the upper section 

is crucial. 

Force on Beam (Lower Beam in Upper Box) 

ft H2O 

Avg. Press, due 
to Water Head 

14.7 psia (15)(40)in2 + 

34 ft H20  ^ 

area of one face 
supported by brace 

\ (12)(231p £t H2° 

Avg. Bed Press. Drop 

14.7 psia (15)(40)in2 

~vr ît ïqs 

810 lbf + 168 lbf = 978 lbf 

H  Ho* 

Total Force on 

 H 
 H 

the Beam 
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Maximum Deflection of Lower Brace In Upper Compartment 

Y = 
384 El 

y = max. deflection - inch.es 

1 = length of beam between the 

points of restraint - inches. 

W = force on the beam - lbf. 

E = Youngs Modulus lbf/in^ 

I = moment of inertia for the 

crossection (inches)4 

Y = C 5 1 Ç 978 T(44)
5 * 

384 C3X10
7
)C2.5) 

y = .0085 in maximum deflection. 

Maximum Deflection of a Beam in the Lower Section 

(Worst Situation) 

Assumption: 15 lbf. average pressure across the entire 

lower box. This situation would be realized if large volumes 

of water were passed through a high pressure drop distributor. 

(40)(24)in2(15)lbf/in2 = 14,400 lbf. 

1 face area ,.14,400 lbfN „ „„„ „ 
T brace  C fïcë> = 4>800 Ibf/brace 

5 (4.8x1O5)(44)5 

384 (3xl03) (2.5) 
.05 in max. deflection 
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Appendix E 

Instructions for Generating Theoretical Stability Curves 

(Operating Instruction for Computer Program) 

Basically, the program is arranged so that for some 

initial value of tc Cother parameters being fixed), the 

minimum stable bed width A is computed, K is then varied by 

a specified increment value and a new stable width is computed. 

K can be changed by the same increment any number of times, 

but it is advisable to keep the number of increments fairly 

low (about 20). It is better (and cheaper) to compute a given 

stability curve (6 = constant) in segments using different 

incremental values of K for each segment. For instance (see 

Figure 1), the curve for 6 = .4 is best computed in two 

segments specifying twenty values of K incremented from 

K = .08 to K = .2. Then compute the remainder of the curve 

specifying twenty values of K bewteen K = .2 to K = .26. If 

the minimum stable bed width approaches a limiting value as 

it does for S = .4 (this limiting value is due to the behavior 

of the determinant in the mathematical analysis. It does not 

actually mean that no beds wider than the limiting value can 

be stable. The curve actually becomes asymptotic at this 

point.) the program will automatically decrease the specified 

increment size of K and will continue to decrease the increment 

as the limiting value of A is approached. 

A list of important computer cards will be presented 

here, as they appear in the program. 
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Card No. 

9 DEEP « 43. Q DO Bed depth (cm.) 

12 DIAM » .086 DO Bead diameter (cm.) 

18 DELTA = .27 DO Distributor Thickness/Bed Depth 

2Q KAPPA - .02 DO Distributor Pressure Drop/Bed 

Pressure Drop. Tells the computer 

that the initial value of K is 

.02. KAPPA = K. 

21 MKAP = 0 
MKAP is the character which tells 

the computer how many times K 

has been incremented. Initially, 

MKAP equals 0 since K has not 

been incremented. MKAP is in¬ 

creased by one each time K is 

incremented. 

26 KAPAD = .02 
Sets the fixed incremental value 

of K . 

259 IF (MKAP .GE 18) STOP 

Since MKAP increases by one each time K is 

incremented, this statement determines the total 

number of times the program will increment KAPPA. 

Notice that all of the values listed are double precision. 

This must not be deleted when assigning the value of a 

parameter. 

The actual value and significance of all variable names 
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in the program as they pertain to the mathematical analysis 

will not be presented here, but can be obtained elsewhere. 
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Appendix P 

This appendix shows the progressive steps of construction 

of the upper and lower boxes with accompanying dimensions. 
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SECT I<?AJ 3 (Louie.fi Box) 
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'SEC.-TIOIVJ B ( COMPETE) 

ZOK/ER 0OX 

Z_c» iv&R Box (FACE) 

I 
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Appendix G 

Haterl.alS 0f Construction ÇBrand Names) 

Plexiglas 

Available in 1/8” increments of thickness in sheets as 

large as 4l x 8*. Smaller sheets can be obtained. If the 

maximum size sheet is ordered, rough cut should be specified. 

This means that the plastic will not be planed to the exact 

dimensions at the dealer's warehouse. Several places carry 

the plastic, but the most convenient dealership is: 

A-l Plastics 
5822 Southwest Freeway 
Houston, Texas Phone: 785-3040 

There is a special saw blade used for cutting Plexiglas. 

It would be advisable to let the machine shop do all cutting 

since they are fairly experienced in such work. 

Gaskets 

The gasket material used was a silicone adhesive-sealant. 

The brand name is: Dow-Corning, Silastic RTV 732 Adhesive/ 

Sealant. 

The silicone rubber cures in air in about 24 hours. It 

is usually best to allow about a day and a half for curing. 

Surfaces to which adhesion is desired should be cleaned 

thoroughly with alcohol. If the surface is plastic be sure 

hot to use acetone since Plexiglas is soluble in acetone. 

The gaskets formed in this project are bonded on one 

side and free on the other since all gasketed joints have 

to be disassembled. The gasket can be formed in place by 
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placing adhesive tape sprayed with light oil CWD-40) on one 

side of the joint. The opposite side of the joint should be 

very clean so the rubber will adhere to the plastic. In 

this manner the two plastic pieces can be fitted together, 

forming a gasket which will adhere to only one side of the 

joint. 

The silicone rubber comes in a 3 or 5 02. tube and can 

be obtained at A-l Plastics Company. Four or five of the 

5 oz. size will last quite a long time. There is also a 

primer available which improves the adhesion of the rubber. 

Plexiglas’ Cement 

A thickened cement is available commercially, but it is 

rather messy to use. A more satisfactory cement was made by 

mincing plexiglas shavings and 1,2 Dichloroethane. The 

shaving can be made easily by planing off a small block of 

plastic in a milling machine. The solvent is available in 

the chemistry department storeroom. Varying the amount of 

shaving added to a quantity of solvent varies the thickness 

of the cement. 

All gluing should be done in a well ventilated area. 

Practice at bonding scrap pieces of plastic can prevent a 

lot of mistakes. 

Rotameters 

All rotameters were obtained from Fischer and Porter 

Company. Any information regarding the available range of 

flow rates for each rotameter can be obtained by calling 
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Fischer and Porter Company 
4929 Blalock 
Houston, Texas Phone: 462-3300 

Maximum rotameter capacities from largest to smallest 

are: 

O-l 6,6 gpm, C2) 2,7 gpm, (3) .87 gpm. 

Wire ‘Gauge 

Wire cloth, of varying meshes and material can be obtained 

from: 

Cambridge Wire Cloth Co. 
7009 Long Drive 
Houston, Texas Phone: 644-1467 

The screen used for supporting the bed was a 30 mesh 

stainless steel screen (.0203" x .0203"). The screen wire 

was .013" in diameter. A minimum order of $35 is required. 

Hand Valves 

Cat. No. 108 E-F 1/8" thread 20 @ $1.38 

Obtained from: 

R. J. Gallagher Co. 
1500 Gayin 
Houston, Texas Phone: 675-6231 

Gate arid Globe Valves 

All gate and globe valves are brass seat rather than the 

compression seat. Most hardware stores carry the valves. 

Threaded Rods 

All steel rods were purchased from the student shop on 

campus and threaded at that facility. 
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Braces 

Any steel supply will carry the standard £5" x 2-5/8") 

I-Beam C>.7 lbs/ft). Approximate lengths will be torch cut 

at the steel supplier. 

Fater Soluble Lubricant 

Brand Name - K - Y Jelly 
Johnson § Johnson 

Available at any drug store. 

Foam Rubber 

Slab type upholstery foam rubber. Available at most 

department stores. 


